
 
  
 

 

 
TRIPLE P CAPITAL ACQUIRES 

INSURANCE IT SOLUTIONS PROVIDER  
CONTEMI 

 

Contemi also announces it will turn its Core Policy System into an Open Source Project 

 
SINGAPORE, 21 December 2018 – Singapore-based Triple P Capital, an expert impact investor in Southeast 
Asian financial services, today announced that it has fully acquired the Contemi Group; an insurance IT 
solutions provider which chiefly operates in Asia and Scandinavia.  
 
A Partner of Triple P Capital, Allan Pedersen, explained that his firm’s entry into the insurance IT market 
and acquisition of Contemi, given the rapid growth and innovation of the IT market for insurance. “The 
most successful insurers today are consistently expanding their investments in IT, particularly around 
middle and front-end solutions and customised developments,” said Pedersen. “These increased 
investments are vital for insurers to be able to take advantage of all the exciting new business, partnership 
and efficiency opportunities, new technology and changing customer habits are enabling. We found that 
Contemi has outstanding solutions and services for participating in this growth market for both Europe and 
Asia”. 
 
Contemi also announced that it will turn its Core Policy System into an Open Source project in Q1 2019. 
 
“Today’s modern insurers are adopting Open Source in their IT architecture at rapid pace and we think the 
industry is ready to see the benefits of a proper Open Source Core Policy System and willing to deploy it.” 
says Karl Morten Busk, CEO of Contemi. “We are excited at the prospect of engaging more deeply with the 
insurance industry developer community in this process, as – by working together – we hope we can turn 
this Core Policy System Open Source Project into a successful core basic platform for the insurance 
community,” adds Busk. 
 
Another factor for Contemi’s acquisition is that the company is already embedded in Asia, thanks to having 
a strong client presence in the region’s emerging markets such as Vietnam – where the company has over 
60 skilled developers that can develop quality insurance solutions.  
 
“In Contemi, we see a company that combines high-quality insurance solutions with the capacity to provide 
fast solution designs and implementations. In addition to those, Contemi has a robust set of clients in both 
Europe and Asia, making them a leading IT insurance firm that is ready to shoulder the challenges of 
digitalisation in the insurance sector – particularly in Asia where many emerging markets still need to ramp 
up financial inclusion and literacy,” added Pedersen.  
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About Triple P Capital 

Triple P Capital is an expert impact investor in Southeast Asian financial services. It focuses on high-growth 
businesses that serve emerging consumers in Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand. 
Triple P Capital helps growing businesses by providing a combination of capital and expert advice from their 
team of entrepreneurs, operators, and investors.  

 

About Contemi 

Contemi was founded in Norway and the UK in 2001. In 2011, Contemi also expanded to Vietnam. Contemi 
provides innovative end-to-end solutions for insurance companies in Europe and Asia.  

Over the years, Contemi has built competency, developed solutions and fulfilled deliveries to many leading 
Insurance players like Trygg-Hansa, RSA, Codan, Vardia, WaterCircles, Gjensidige, Gabler, Singapore Life 
and many others.  
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